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For S= xi !i , where (!i) is a sequence of independent, symmetric random
variables and (xi) is a sequence of vectors in a normed space we give two methods
of proving inequalities (E &S& p)1pCp, q(E &S&q)1q with the constants Cp, q inde-
pendent of the sequence (xi). The methods depend on using differential inequalities
of Poincare or logarithmic Sobolev type. The obtained constants are usually better
than the ones obtained by other methods.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
I. Poincare Type Inequalities and Comparison of
2p, p Moments of S
Let I=(&a, a), 0<a and let M be a probability distribution on I
with density function m which is continuous, positive, and symmetric on I.
We will assume that M has the finite second moment, i.e., I s2M(ds)=
I s2m(s) ds<. Let p, q, u: I [ R be defined by p(x)=ax sm(s) ds, q(x)=
x0 (1p(s)) ds, u(x)=p(x)m(x). The functions p, u are positive, continuous,
and symmetric on I.
Let C 0 (I) denote the class of smooth functions on I with compact sup-
ports contained in I. For f # C 0 (I) we define Lf (x)=xf $(x)&u(x) f "(x)=
&(1m(x))( pf $)$ (x). The operator L is formally symmetric in L2(I, M) and
we have
( f , Lg) :=|
I
fLg dM=|
I
f $g$u dM.
By the results of Section XIII.6 of [3] (cf. also Theorems 5.8 and 6.3 of
[14]) the operator L extends to a self-adjoint operator (which will be
denoted by the same letter) in L2(I, M) with the domain
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D(L)=[ f # L2(I, M): f $ is absolutely
continuous on I, xf $&uf " # L2(I, M),
lim
x  a&
p(x) f $(x)= lim
x  &a+
p(x) f $(x)=0].
If g  L2(M, I) then the extension is unique and the boundary conditions in
the definition of D(L) can be omitted. One checks easily that 0, 1 are
eigenvalues of L and the only eigenvectors corresponding to 0 (resp. 1) are
multiples of the function f (x)#1 (resp. f (x)#x). By Theorem XIII.7.40 of
[3] the remaining part of _(L), the spectrum of L is contained in (1, )
and we define *2(M)=*2(L)=inf[*: * # _(L), *>1].
It is easy to see that *2(L) is the largest constant c for which the
following inequality of Poincare type holds,
|
I
f 2 dM\|I f dM+
2
+
1
c |I fLf dM (1)
for each f # D(L) such that I xf (x) M(dx)=0.
Now assume that for i=1, 2, ..., n we have Ii , Mi , ui , Li as above and let
I=I1_I2_ } } } _In , M=M1M2 } } } Mn . Then the operator L=
L1  Id2  } } }  Idn+Id1  L2  } } } Idn+ } } } +Id1Id2  } } } Ln ,
defined in L2(I, M), is self-adjoint, nonnegative, and for f # C 0 (I)
Lf (x1 , ..., xn)= :
n
i=1 \xi
f
xi
&ui (xi)
2f
x2i + .
Moreover, _(L)=_(L1)+_(L2)+ } } } +_(Ln) and if *i # _(Li) with corre-
sponding eigenvector .i then .1.2 } } } .n is the eigenvector of L
corresponding to *1+*2+ } } } +*n . Hence, we deduce easily that
0, 1 # _(L) and the eigenvectors corresponding to 0 are multiples of f #1
and the eigenspace corresponding to 1 is n-dimensional, spanned by the
coordinate functions fi#xi , i=1, 2, ..., n. The remaining part of _(L) is
contained in (1, ) and
*2(L)=min[*>1: * # _(L)]=min[2, *2(L1), *2(L2), ..., *2(Ln)].
Hence, again, we have the inequality
|
I
f 2 dM\|I f dM+
2
+
1
*2 |I f Lf dM (2)
for each f # D(L) such that I xi f M(dx)=0 for i=1, 2, .., n.
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Now let g: Rn [ R+ be a smooth norm in Rn; i.e., g is positively
1-homogeneous, convex, symmetric, and smooth in Rn"[0]. Let
h: Rn [ R+ be a convex, symmetric, and smooth function on Rn which
coincides with g outside the unit ball in Rn. For r>0 let gr be defined by
gr(x)=rh((1r) x). If p1 and each of Mi has finite 2p-moment then
g pr # D(L) and we have
|
I
g pr Lg
p
r dM=p |
I
g2p&1r \ :
n
i=1
xi
gr
xi+ dM
&p( p&1) |
I
g2p&2r _ :
n
i=1
ui (xi) \grxi+
2
& dM
&p |
I
g2p&1r _ :
n
i=1
ui (xi)
2gr
x2i & dM.
Integrating by parts the third integral we get
p( p&1)
2p&1 |I _ :
n
i=1
ui (xi) \g
2p&1
r
xi +\
gr
xi+& dM
=
p( p&1)
2p&1 |I g
2p&1
r \ :
n
i=1
xi
gr
xi+ dM
&
p( p&1)
2p&1 |I g
2p&1
r \ :
n
i=1
ui (xi)
2gr
x2i + dM.
Since gr is convex 2grx2i 0, hence
|
I
g pr Lg
p
r dM
p2
2p&1 |I g
2p&1
r \ :
n
i=1
xi
gr
xi+ dM. (3)
Since g pr on R
n is a symmetric function, I xi g
p
r dM=0 for i=1, 2, ..., n. So
by (2) and (3) we have for *2=*2(L)
|
I
g2pr dM\|I g pr dM+
2
+
p2
*2(2p&1) |I g
2p&1
r \ :
n
i=1
xi
gr
xi+ dM.
By the homogenity of g we get ni=1 xi (gxi)=g; moreover gr coincides
with g outside the ball of radius r and gr , ni=1 xi (gr xi) are uniformly
bounded on bounded sets. Hence taking r  0 we get
|
I
g2p dM\|I g p dM+
2
+
p2
*2(2p&1) |I g
2p dM.
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As a result we obtain that
\|I g2p dM+
12p
Cp \|I g p dM+
1p
(4)
with Cp=(*2(2p&1)*2(2p&1)&p2))12p for p*2+- *22&*2 .
This immediately yields the following.
Theorem 1. Let !i be a sequence of independent, symmetric, random
variables with Mi-distribution of !i . If *2(Mi)*>1 for i=1, ..., n and *2
then for any sequence of vectors vi in a normed space F we have for
1p*+- *2&* and Cp=(*(2p&1)(*(2p&1)&p2))12p
\E " :
n
i=1
vi!i"
2p
+
12p
Cp \E " :
n
i=1
vi!i"
p
+
1p
.
Proof. By standard approximation arguments we may assume that the
norm & }& is smooth. For the function g(t1 , t2 , ..., tn)=&ni=1 ti vi & we have
 gr dM=E &ni=1 vi!i &
r. Hence Theorem follows by (4).
Examples. 1. Let M be the usual N(0, 1) distribution on R, i.e.,
m(x)=(1- 2?) exp(&x22) then u(x)#1, Lf =xf $& f ", and _(L)=
[0, 1, ...] with Hermite polynomials as corresponding eigenvectors. Thus
*2(N(0, 1))=2.
2. Let M be the uniform distribution U on I=(&1, 1), m(x)= 12 then
u(x)= 12 (1&x
2), Lf=xf $& 12(1&x
2) f ", _(L)=[n(n+1)2: n=0, 1, ...]
and the corresponding eigenvectors are Lagrange orthonormal polyno-
mials. Thus *2(U)=3.
3. More generally, let M be the symmetric betha distribution ;: on
I=(&1, 1), i.e., m(x)=(22:&1;(:, :))(1&x2):&1 then u(x)=(12:)(1&x2),
Lf=xf $&(12:)(1& x2) f ", _(L) =[n(n+2:&1)2:: n=0, 1, ...] with
Jacoby polynomials as corresponding eigenvectors. Thus *2(;:)=(2:+1)
:2.
4. Let M=E be the symmetric exponential distribution ! on I=R; i.e.,
m(x)= 12 exp(&|x| ) then u(x)=1+|x|. To find *2(E) let us observe that
E |!|=1 and E!2=2 so, by Theorem 1 it follows that *2(E)2. On the other
hand, if f # L2(M) is an eigenfunction corresponding to * then the Laplace
transform g(t)=0 e
&stf (s) ds is smooth for t> 12 and if f fulfills Lf =*f
then g(t) has to be equal et( |t&1|*t*+1) t (s
*e&s(s&1)*)( f (0)+
( f $(0)(s&1))) ds for t>1, but this function coincides with a smooth func-
tion in a neighbourhood of 1 only if *=0, 1 or 0 (1+1s)
*&1 (*&
1&s) e&s ds=0. Numerical computations show that *t1.58. Thus
*2(E)t1.58.
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According to Lemma XIII.7.49 of [3] *2(L) is the infimum of * for
which the solution {(*, x) of differential equation Lf =*f with the initial
conditions f $(0)=0, f (0)=1 has two zeros in the interval (0, a). It is easy
to compute that
{(*, x)= :

n=0
(&*)n gn(x),
where
gn(x)=|| } } } |
x>s1>s2> } } } >sn>0
b(s1)&b(s2)
p(s1)
_
b(s2)&b(s3)
p(s2)
} } }
b(sn)
p(sn)
ds1 ds2 } } } dsn ,
where g0=1 and b(t)=t0 m(s) ds.
The above formula can be used for numerical estimation of *2(M);
however, for theoretical purposes it is difficult to handle.
As follows by Lemmas XIII.7.35 and XIII.7.49 of [3] if g # D(L) has two
zeros in I and Lgg* on I then *2(L)*. In particular, if we apply this
to g(x)=x2&c2 and *=2 we get that if there exists c # I such that
u(x)c2 for 0xc and u(x)c2 for xc then *2(L)2. In particular,
this is so if u is nonincreasing on (0, a) because it is enough to take for c
the solution of the equation u(x)=x2. This proves once again that for dis-
tribution considered in Examples 13 *2(M)2. Also, this is so whenever
m is nondecreasing on (0, a).
Remark 1. Let us observe that the condition u(x)c2 for some c and
xc by integration implies that x s
2M(ds)Cx2 x M(ds) or if ! is dis-
tributed by M that E!2I( |!|>t)Ct2P( |!|>t) for tc and this condition is
necessary and sufficient for comparison of moments (E & vi!i &2)12
C$E & vi !i&, where vi are arbitrary vectors, !i are independent copies
of !, and C$ is a constant independent of the sequence (vi), cf. [8].
Remark 2. If :  0 then ;:  $, where $ is the two-point symmetric
distribution 12$&1+
1
2$1 . Since for each :, *2(;:)2, Theorem 1 yields the
following.
Corollary 1. If =i is a sequence of independent symmetric Bernoulli
variables (i.e., P(=i=\1)= 12) and vi are vectors in a normed space F then
for p # [1, 1+- 2) the following inequality holds
\E ": vi=i"
2p
+
12p
\ 4p&24p&2&p2+
12p
\E ": vi=i"
p
+
1p
;
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in particular
\E ": vi=i"
2
+
12
- 2 E ": vi=i"
and
\E ": vi=i"
4
+
14
 4- 3 \E ": vi =i"
2
+
12
.
The last two constants are optimal, even in the real case, i.e., when vi are
scalars.
Remark 3. Using a similar method as above one can prove that if (!i)
is a sequence of independent complex Steinhaus random variables (i.e.,
complex variables uniformly distributed on the circle |z|=1) and vi are
vectors in a complex normed space F, then for p # [1, 1+- 2) the
inequality (E &ni=1 vi!i&
2p)12p(4p&24p&2&p2)12p (E &ni=1 vi!i&
p)1p
holds true. An elementary proof of Corollary 1 can be obtained by methods
similar to those in [10].
II. Logarithmic Sobolev Type Inequalities and
Comparison of p, q Moments of S, p>q>1
At the beginning of this section we will sketch a method, which seems to
be well known by now (cf. [6 or 9]) of applying the theory of hypercon-
tractive semigroups for comparison of moments of sums and more general
multilinear forms of independent random variables.
Let M, L be as in the beginning of the first section. Let }(L)=}(M)
denotes the largest constant c such that the following logarithmic Sobolev
inequality holds for all f # C 0 (I)
|
I
f 2 ln f 2 dM\|I f 2 dM+ ln \|I f 2 dM++
4
c |I fLf dM. (5)
It was proved by Gross [4] that this inequality implies the whole spectrum
of inequalities, i.e., for each p>1 we have
|
I
| f | p ln | f | p dM\|I | f | p dM+ ln \|I | f | p dM+
+
p2
c( p&1) |I | f |
p&1 Lf dM. (6)
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Moreover, if Mi , Li for i=1, 2, ..., n are such that (5) is fulfilled (with the
same c) then the operator L defined as in Section I fulfills also (5) (or (6))
with the same constant c, and the operator &L is a generator of hypercon-
tractive semigroup, Pt=e&tL, with exponent c, i.e.,
\|I |Pt f | p dM+
1p
\|I | f | q dM+
1q
(7)
for t(1c) ln( p&1)(q&1) and f # Lq(I, M).
Hence, if F is a Banach space and Id, the identity operator in F then
Pt Id is a hypercontractive semigroup in Lp(I, M, F); i.e., the inequality
(7) holds for each F valued function if the absolute value | } | is replaced by
the norm & }& and Pt by PtId.
Since for each 1i1< } } } <ikn the function xi1 xi2 } } } xik is an eigen-
vector of Pt corresponding to the eigenvalue e&kt, and since for each
sequence of vectors (vi1 } } } ik)1i1< } } } <ikn
|
I " :
n
k=0
:
1i1< } } } <ikn
vi1 } } } ikxi1 xi2 } } } xik"
r
dM
=E " :
n
k=0
:
1i1< } } } <ikn
vi1 } } } ik !i1 !i2 } } } !ik"
r
,
the vector version of (7) yields the following.
Theorem 2. If !i is a sequence of independent, symmetric, random
variables with Mi- the distribution of !i fulfilling }(Mi)}, i=1, 2, ..., n,
then
\E " :
n
k=0
_kp, q :
1i1< } } } <ikn
vi1 } } } ik !i1 !i2 } } } !ik"
p
+
1p
\E " :
n
k=0
:
1i1< } } } <ikn
vi1 } } } ik !i1 !i2 } } } !ik"
q
+
1q
(8)
holds for each sequence of vectors (vi1 } } } ik)1i1< } } } <ikn and _p, q=
((q&1)( p&1))1}.
Let us observe that to get Theorem 2 we need only a small portion of
ideas involved in the theory of hypercontractive semigroups. We will show
how to derive quickly Theorem 2 from the inequalities (6). At first let us
notice that to get inequalities (8) it is enough to prove that for each
i=1, 2, ..., n, p>q>1, and v, w # F,
(E &v+_p, qw!i& p)1p(E &v+w!i&q)1q. (9)
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Because, applying an easy induction to (9), we get (8) (cf. [6 or 9],
Sect. 3.3]).
But (9) is equivalent to the fact that the function
.v, w( p)=(E &v+h( p) w!i& p)1p is nonincreasing in p # (1, ) (10)
for each vector v, w # F and h( p)=( p&1)&1} or, equivalently, .$v, w( p)0
for each v, w # F. Computing the derivative .$v, w( p) and substituting
z=h( p) w, this is equivalent to
|
Ii
f p ln f p dMi&\|Ii f p dMi+ ln \|Ii f p dMi+Cp |Ii pf p&1xi f $ dMi ,
(11)
where Cp=&ph$( p)h( p), f (x)=&v+xz& holds for each v, z # F.
Since f is convex, f "0 and, hence, we get
|
Ii
pf p&1xi f $ dMi|
Ii
pf p&1Li f dMi .
Because Cp=(1})( p(p&1)) this proves that (6) implies (11) and, there-
fore, it implies (9) and (8).
So to get Theorem 2 we need a weaker version of Logarithmic Sobolev
inequalities; i.e., what we need is the inequality (11). In fact, if we manage
to prove (11) for each p # (q0 , p0) with a constant Cp then (10) holds with
h( p)the solution of the differential equation Cp=&ph$( p)h( p), i.e.,
h( p)=e&
p
r0
(Crr) dr (where r0 is any number in (q0 , p0)). Hence (8) and (9)
holds with _p, q=h( p)h(q).
Let us observe that since f p is a convex function pf p&1xf $=x( f p)$
f p& f p(0) and, therefore, to prove (11) it is enough to prove that
|
Ii
f p ln f p dMi&\|Ii f p dMi+ ln \|Ii f p dMi+Cp |Ii ( f p& f p(0)) dMi
(12)
for all f (x)=&v+xz&, v, z # F, and Cp=&p(h$( p)h( p)).
The above observation can be used to give a shorter proof than in [8]
that for a symmetric random variable !i a sufficient condition for existing
_p, q>0 such that (8), or equivalently (9), holds is the existence of a con-
stant C such that the following holds for tC:
E |!i | p I( |!i |>t)Ct
pP( |!i |>t). (13)
Also it is known that (13) is a necessary condition for (9) with _p, q>0.
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However, the way we use (12) leads us to constants _p, q which are very
far from optimal. For this purpose it is better to return to the inequalities
(6). This is due to BakryEmery 12 criterium (cf. [1]) which gives optimal
estimations of }(M) in many cases.
The criterium adapted to our situation states that
}(M)sup
c # R
inf
x # I {c+
2c&c2
2
(u$)2
u
+2(c2&c)
xm$
m
&cu(ln m)"= . (14)
If we put c=2 then }(M)2+infx # I[4(xm$m)&2u(ln m)"]. Thus if m is
logarithmically concave ((ln m)"0) and nondecreasing on (0, a) then
}(M)2. Since }(M)2 for each M we have }(M)=2 in this case. If we
put c=1 in (14) then }(M)1+infx # I[ 12 ((u$)
2u)&u(ln m)"]. Hence, if m
is logarithmically concave on (0, a) then }(M)1.
Examples. 1. It was proved by Gross [4] that }(N(0, 1))=2. In fact
this goes back to Nelson [13]. Muller and Weissler [12] proved that
}(;:)=2 for :>0. As was shown by Bakry and Emery [1] this follows
easily by 12 criterium. In fact, we can easily compute the expression on the
right side of (7) and check that }(M)2 in these cases.
2. Since the density of E is logarithmically concave we have that
}(E)1 and comparing the p th and the second moment of E we get
easily that }(E)1. So }(E)=1. The same applies to the symmetric
1:, ; distributions (the density m of 1:, ; is given by the function
1
2 (;
:1(:)) |x|:&1 e&; |x| on I=R) if :1, ;0. That is, we have
}(1:, ;)=1 for :1 and ;0.
3. For the symmetric Weibul distribution Wr , r>0, with the expo-
nent r density mr of Wr (i.e., the function (r2) |x| r&1 e&|x|
r
for x # I=R) is
logarithmically concave for r1. So in this case }(Wr)1. We are not
able to compute the exact value of }(Wr) for r>1.
Remark 4. Since *2(N(0, 1))=2 and }(N(0, 1))=2 by Theorems 1
and 2, we obtain easily that if X is a gaussian vector in a Banach
space F then (E &X&2p)12p((4p&2)(4p&2&p2))12p (E &X& p)1p for
p # [1, 1+- 2) and (E &X& p)1p- ( p&1)(q&1) (E &X&q)1q for p>
q>1 (the last fact is a very well-known statement).
However, it seems that the above constants are not optimal and the
conjecture is that for centered Gaussian vectors X in a normed space we
have (E &X& p)1p(#p#q)(E &X&q)1q for p>q>0, where #p=- 2 (1- ?)
1(( p+1)2))1p is the p th moment of N(0, 1); i.e., the optimal constant is
the same as in the real case XtN(0, 1).
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It was observed by S. Szarek (private communication) that the conjec-
ture holds true if Conjecture S holds true (cf. [7]). We will use his idea in
the next example.
Remark 5. If (!i) is a sequence of i.i.d. with E-the distribution of !i then
for p>q>0 and S=ni=1 :i!i ,
#p
#q
(E |S|q)1q(E |S| p)1p
(1( p+1))1p
(1(q+1))1q
(E |S|q)1q (15)
for each sequence (:i) of real numbers and the constants are optimal.
The first inequality is a simple consequence of the Jensen inequality and
of the well-known fact that the density of !i (and, therefore, by easy induc-
tion also of S) is a mixture of the gaussian densities N(0, _) (cf. proof of
Corollary 1 in [11]).
To prove the second inequality of (15) let us choose a # R
such that E |S| p=E |a!1 | p. Then we have 0 t
p&1P( |S|>t) dt=
0 t
p&1P( |a!1 |>t) dt and for some t0>0, P( |S|>t0)=P( |a!|>t0). Since
the distribution of (!1 , ..., !n) in Rn has logarithmically concave density it
is a logarithmically concave measure (cf. [2]) and, hence, ln P(S>*t1+
(1&*) t2)* ln P(S>t1)+(1&*) ln P(S>t2) for * # (0, 1), t1 , t2 # R. If
we put t1=t0 and t2=0 and use the symmetry of S we obtain that for
0tt0 P( |S|>t)P( |a!|>t) and P( |S|>t)P( |a!|>t) for tt0 .
Therefore, for t>0 and p>q>0, (tt0) p&1 (P( |S|>t)&P( |a!1 |>t))
(tt0)q&1 (P( |S|>t)&P( |a!1 |>t)). This gives 0 t
q&1P( |S|>t) dt
0 t
q&1P( |a!1 |>t) dt; i.e., E |S| qE |a!1 |q and (15) holds.
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